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“People are not their diseases … without touching on the 
quality of a person's life, their loves, concerns, and fears, we 

ignore a gigantic area of resource and disease.” 
Patch Adams, The Doctor Who Won’t Change 

 

Hunter Campbell “Patch” Adams is a medical practitioner, social activist, 

author – and professional clown. In an interview about his work as a clown 

in healthcare settings, he said, “I go to hospitals that have no medicine. 

You see pain relief in people who haven't had a second of pain relief in 

months. You see mothers laughing with their dying child. You see 

hospitals come alive, dancing in the hallways. Food fights! Life! How can 

anyone convince anybody that life occurred where there was not play?” 

 I’ve taken on the “clown” role myself from time to time – though I’ve 

not gone as far as encouraging food fights. I know the value of 

understanding the whole of life, what makes people laugh as well as cry, 

what lies around and beyond the part which is known to be problematic. 

 One beautiful day in May some years ago, I visited a parishioner who 

was dying of cancer. I sat with her and her sister in their sunny garden, 

sharing cake and elderflower cordial in an idyllic setting. I was trying hard 

to get the conversation round to the illness. The frail lady obviously picked 

up my anxiety, for she said: “You want to talk about my cancer? OK, you 

can do that, and I’ll tell you all about it. But remember this, my tumour, 

life-threatening though it is, is only this size.” She held up a bony fist for 

me to observe. “But I am this size! This is all of me.” And, with that, she 

stretched her hands as far apart as they could go. “Yes, you can talk about 

the cancer. But remember, there’s much, much more to me than that.” 

 A dying lady had taught me what Patch Adams knows from his 

hospital clowning: “People are not their diseases”; bereaved people should 

not be defined by their loss; those with limited physical ability must not 

be labelled by what they can’t achieve; dying people still have living to do.  

Let’s laugh with people as well as cry with them. Let’s understand 

the all, the living as well as the dying. Let’s see beyond what’s presented 

to us and seek to appreciate the “quality of a person's life”, a whole life, of 

“loves, concerns, and fears.” That might just be the medicine they need.  
 

A prayer for today 

God of my life, thank you for knowing – and loving – all of me. Amen 
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